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Instructions for
Continued
Airworthiness
 What has shaped our recent thinking?
 What is the expectation?
 What does this look like in practice?

What has shaped our recent Regulatory thinking on this?
A major event on On December 19, 2005, Chalk's Ocean Airways Flight
101, a Grumman G-73T Mallard crashed in Florida USA – 20 people were
killed.

What happened as a result?

1. On 30 May 2007, NTSB found (amongst many
other things) that :
-The Approved Aircraft Maintenance Programme
was lacking in content – FAA had approved the Maintenance
Programme without attention to ICA’s for the structural repairs
carried out. This was a serious concern for ageing aircraft as a
whole, especially in cases such as this with limited
manufacturer's support
-Evidence that the Maintenance Programme of the aircraft was
ineffective was not actioned by the Operator, the Maintainer or
the Regulator.

2. Therefore on 12 December 2007 FAA made some significant Rule changes to
FAR 25, 25 and 121:
- These Rule changes made holders of design approvals to make
available to operators damage tolerance data for repairs and alterations to
fatigue critical airplane structure. This rule change was support operator
compliance with the Aging Airplane Safety final rule with respect to the
requirement to incorporate into the maintenance program, a means for
addressing the adverse effects repairs and alterations may have on fatigue critical
structure. The intent of this change was to ensure the continued airworthiness of
fatigue critical airplane structure by requiring design approval holders to support
operator compliance with specified damage tolerance requirements.
- As such ageing aircraft as the G-73T were by 2007,effectively extinct in
commercial operations in the USA, the Rule change was restricted to “transport
category, turbine powered airplane models with an original TC issued after
January 1, 1958.”
- FAA issued Advisory Circular (AC) 120–93, Damage Tolerance of Repairs and
Alterations, concurrently with this rule.

What did this mean in New Zealand?
- No Rule changes here, as our Rules already
contained the necessary wording.
The CAA’s current expectations for all aircraft
could thus be defined as :
The maintenance programme for an aircraft
must include a means for addressing the
adverse effects that repairs, alterations, and
modifications may have on the continued
airworthiness of the aircraft.

What is the expectation of an ICA in New Zealand?
ICA’s need to be ;
- Clear and Concise in their wording with a approach understandable to maintainers
- Practically usable
- out of phase inspections can be hard to manage for operators, - incorporation into
the aircraft’s existing maintenance schedule is preferable where possible
- Physical possibilities of inspection, test, servicing and repair (access) should be
considered
- Preferably incorporated into a separate document (Maintenance Manual Supplement)
- Consideration should be given to conflicts with OEM Maintenance Requirements
- Consideration should be given to potential for conflict with other requirements such as
Airworthiness Directives and Service Information
- Consideration should be given to future maintainability – aircraft/product may remain
in service for 60+ years in a modified state
- Consideration should be given to the utilisation of the aircraft in cases of structural
repairs or modifications
- Process for defect reporting is helpful to the end-user

How are major repairs and modifications typically
identified to the Operator?

- The CAA’s expectation is that all known major repairs and
modifications must contain an ICA in the aircraft’s maintenance
programme
- The CAA’s expectation is that even if these repairs and
modifications were made in pre-ICA days, the Operator must
nominate an inspection period and an appropriate form of
inspection of these items.
- The CAA’s expectation is that an Operator measures the effectivity
of the approved Maintenance Programme and amends inspections
appropriately over time.

The Operator then typically disseminates the working or maintenance
content to his maintainer by way of a Technical Directive for action.
The maintainer then issues a task card to an individual LAME or AME
to perform the work required.
Therefore – clarity of instruction is paramount

This is how an aircraft maintenance
engineer would typically receive a list of
ICA’s to action at a scheduled inspection
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Looking forward
- Any changes (either further damage or other repairs or modifications)
to the modified product need to be, as much as possible
communicated to the TC holder, the responsible design organisation
and the CAA via a CA005D. If the TC holder or design organisation is
defunct, this should be communicated also.
- The Design Organisation should in all cases make the future reporting
process very clear and endeavour to support its customers as much as
possible.

Questions?

